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Many natural auditory signals, including music and language, change periodically. The effect of such
auditory rhythms on the brain is unclear however. One widely held view, dynamic attending theory,
proposes that the attentional system entrains to the rhythm and increases attention at moments of
rhythmic salience. In support, 2 experiments reported here show reduced response times to visual letter
strings shown at auditory rhythm peaks, compared with rhythm troughs. However, we argue that an
account invoking the entrainment of general attention should further predict rhythm entrainment to also
influence memory for visual stimuli. In 2 pseudoword memory experiments we find evidence against this
prediction. Whether a pseudoword is shown during an auditory rhythm peak or not is irrelevant for its
later recognition memory in silence. Other attention manipulations, dividing attention and focusing
attention, did result in a memory effect. This raises doubts about the suggested attentional nature of
rhythm entrainment. We interpret our findings as support for auditory rhythm perception being based on
auditory-motor entrainment, not general attention entrainment.
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Many natural auditory signals change periodically, such as
cricket chirps, bird song, and human speech and music. Many
nonhuman animals have been found to use auditory periodicities to
entrain their motor behavior to an underlying beat (Schachner,
Brady, Pepperberg, & Hauser, 2009). What is the effect of auditory
temporal regularities on humans? One widely influential theory
suggests that the fluctuations inherent in “attentional energy” are
affected. According to this dynamic attending theory (DAT; Jones,
Boltz, & Kidd, 1982; Large & Jones, 1999), rhythmic perceptual
input leads to the optimal allocation of attention: attentional fluc-
tuations peak at the right moment when important input is ex-
pected. These attentional dynamics are crucial for music (Jones &
Boltz, 1989) and speech comprehension (Pitt & Samuel, 1990). In
the present experiments we investigate whether an auditory rhythm
indeed affects attention, an effect which should be visible on a
variety of tasks. To foreshadow our results, we find an effect for
entrainment during immediate judgment tasks, but no effect for
memory tasks. These findings suggest that auditory entrainment is
actually quite limited. We propose that rhythmic entrainment may
not affect general attention as suggested by the dominant interpre-
tation of DAT, but instead results from auditory-motor entrain-
ment.
The DAT has been very influential as evidenced by more than
800 citations for two key papers each (per a Google Scholar search
in March 2016; Jones & Boltz, 1989; Large & Jones, 1999). One
behavioral demonstration of auditory entrainment is reported by
Bolger, Trost, & Schön (2013). They asked participants to listen to
a simple rhythm while performing a simple visual judgment task in
which participants are asked to decide whether they see an “x” or
a “” symbol. The rhythm consisted of a looped sequence of one
high tone (at Metrical Position 1; MP1) and seven low tones
(MP2–MP8), see Figure 1 black bars. According to DAT, partic-
ipants should act faster and/or more accurately near the rhythmic
(and thus attentional) peak (MP1 & MP8) compared with trough
(MP4), see Figure 1 top line. Indeed, response times were lower if
a visual stimulus was presented during MP1 or MP8 compared
with MP4, suggesting that the rhythm entrained internal attentional
fluctuations. Thus, a typical finding in support of DAT links a peak
in “attentional energy” to faster motor output.
This raises the question of what the “attentional energy” postu-
lated by the DAT actually represents in terms of neurophysiology
and/or psychology. Large and Jones (1999) remain vague in this
respect, writing that high attentional energy “reflects the idea that
‘something is anticipated around this point in time”’ (p. 130).
“Attentional energy” has subsequently been interpreted as refer-
ring to general attention. As a result, the entrainment of such
general attention as described by DAT was invoked to explain
how accents in a task-irrelevant auditory stimulus can affect visual
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(Bolger, Coull, & Schön, 2014, 2013; Escoffier, Sheng, &
Schirmer, 2010; Escoffier & Tillmann, 2008; Miller, Carlson, &
McAuley, 2013), auditory (Bolger et al., 2014, 2013), linguistic–
syllabic (Brochard, Tassin, & Zagar, 2013), and linguistic–
semantic processing (Poulin-Charronnat, Bigand, Madurell, &
Peereman, 2005). Indeed, the obvious commonality shared by all
these tasks appears to be that they depend on general attention. In
this paper, we will adopt this dominant interpretation of the DAT
as describing the entrainment of general attention to a perceptual
rhythm.
Despite such a wide, supportive research literature, a growing
number of research findings is not easily compatible with the DAT
(Bauer, Jaeger, Thorne, Bendixen, & Debener, 2015; Bermeitinger
& Frings, 2015; Hickok, Farahbod, & Saberi, 2015; Kunert, Wil-
lems, & Hagoort, 2016). This calls for a critical test of the theory.
We believe that to prove that entrainment is due to general atten-
tion, the effect of entrainment should not only be present in tasks
that require an immediate response, but it should also translate to
secondary tasks, for instance to memory performance. Memory in
general has been shown to be affected by general attention ma-
nipulations (Fernandes & Moscovitch, 2000; Mulligan & Hartman,
1996; Shtyrov, Kujala, & Pulvermüller, 2010; Voss, Baym, &
Paller, 2008; see also Jacobson, Goren, Lavidor, & Levy, 2012),
and modulations of memory for simple auditory stimuli by a
preceding rhythm has been invoked by Large and Jones (1999) as
support for the DAT, rendering a visual memory task a good
candidate to test whether rhythmic entrainment also affects general
attention as predicted by the dominant interpretation of the DAT.
The DAT offers no neurophysiological account of how modu-
lations of “attentional energy” through auditory entrainment affect
cognition such as memory processes. We speculate that auditory
entrainment could influence memory in a similar way to other
attention manipulations. One attention manipulation that has been
investigated previously using neuroimaging is selective attention.
Heightened attention for certain stimuli through selectivity could
have a similar underlying mechanism as heightened attention for
certain time points through entrainment. Uncapher and Rugg
(2009) show that selective attention for either color or location
features of objects results in better memory behaviorally, and
neurally enhances cortical and hippocampal activity which is im-
portant for the consolidation of information from short-term mem-
ory (STM) to long-term memory. Optimal allocation of general
attention via auditory entrainment might have the same effect. If
so, a rhythmic peak should be associated with improved cortical
processing in brain regions sensitive to the presented stimulus
during encoding, leading to increased activity in the hippocampus,
eventually resulting in better memory performance.
Testing this account behaviorally requires stimuli which evi-
dence auditory entrainment, for example, in terms of the afore-
mentioned typical reaction time (RT)-related entrainment effects
in immediate responses. Therefore, in Experiment 1a we set out to
conceptually replicate the finding that an auditory rhythm affects
motor responses, this time using a lexical-decision task. Most
previous studies used relatively simple perceptual judgment tasks,
that is, deciding between two visual stimuli like “x” and “”. We
first investigated whether rhythm entrainment also affects more
complicated stimuli, that is, deciding whether a string of letters is
a word or not. In Experiment 1b a possible confound related to
acoustic differences during stimulus processing was tested. Having
evaluated whether our stimuli allow for auditory entrainment ef-
fects in general, we turned to a recognition memory task which is
sensitive to attention in Experiments 2a and 2b. Will memory
encoding be superior near a moment of rhythmic salience (alleged
attentional peak) leading to better recognition memory, as pre-
dicted by a general attention account like DAT?
Methods Common to Experiments 1a–2b
Analysis
We report Bayesian analyses using Bayes factors (Dienes, 2008,
2014) which represent relative model support. As such, one needs
to specify at least two models of which the data can support one
more than the other. The null hypothesis simply predicts an effect
size of 0. The alternative hypothesis is based on previously re-
ported results. A BF01  1 supports the null hypothesis of no
difference between conditions. A BF10 1 supports the alternative
hypothesis of a difference between conditions as predicted by
previous literature. Jeffreys (1961) provides labels for interpreta-
tion: 1 BF3 suggests that the evidence is not worth more than
a bare mention, 3  BF 10 suggests substantial evidence for one
model over the other, 10  BF 30 suggests strong and 30 
BF100 very strong relative model support. A BF100 provides
decisive evidence for one model over another. All priors for the
alternative hypothesis were a normal distribution with SD 
mean/2. The chosen mean is reported for each experiment sepa-
rately.
We also report analyses in the frequentist tradition for compar-
ison (analysis of variance [ANOVA], t test, 95% confidence in-
tervals [CIs]). In general, these results do not contradict the con-
clusions drawn from the Bayesian analyses. All analyses and
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Figure 1. General procedure. The top line shows the prediction of dy-
namic attending theory (DAT): in this example participants’ attentional
energy (grey line) is entrained to a looped 2-s long sequence of one high
and seven low tones (black middle bars) as described by Bolger et al.
(2014). Presentation of visual targets (see rectangles at the bottom) occurs






































































































78 KUNERT AND JONGMAN
Participants
Each experiment sampled 60 different Dutch native speakers
aged M  21.7 years (range  18–38) with little formal, musical
training (M  3.9 years, range  0–22) after obtaining their
written, informed consent. Of the 240 participants overall, 207
were right-handed (range  48–57 per experiment), and 188 were
female (range  45–49 per experiment). Given our use of Bayes-
ian analyses, a formal power analysis in the frequentist tradition
was not necessary (Wagenmakers, 2007). The chosen sample size
of N  60 is greater than most other studies in this field, allowing
for more evidence to decide between the null and the alternative
hypothesis.
Procedure
Participants were tested in a dimly illuminated, soundproof
booth, using a 17 in. screen and headphones. They read white letter
strings shown in the middle of a black screen (font consolas, size
15) for a duration of 250 ms. Time between letter string presen-
tations was 2,000 ms to 7,000 ms.
Experiment 1a: A Regular Background Rhythm
Influences Word Judgment Times
Introduction
We first sought to conceptually replicate Bolger et al. (2013) by
showing faster responses to visual targets presented near peaks in
the auditory rhythm compared with troughs, as predicted by DAT.
Bolger et al., like most researchers testing rhythmic entrainment,
used a relatively easy visual judgment task with simple stimuli.
Here we used a lexical-decision task where a string of letters was
presented and participants judged whether the string was a word or
not. It is important to test whether the DAT generalizes to a more
difficult task and/or more variable stimuli. The need for such
independent, conceptual replications has recently been underlined
by replication problems in psychology in general (Kunert et al.,
2016; Open Science Collaboration, 2015) and DAT research in
particular (using a different paradigm, Bauer et al., 2015).
Method
Stimuli. A set of 144 monosyllabic words were matched to
144 monosyllabic pseudowords, created by WordGen (Duyck,
Desmet, Verbeke, & Brysbaert, 2004). All pseudowords were
pronounceable and orthographically legal. Using the CELEX da-
tabase, words and pseudowords were matched pairwise for length
(3 to 5 letters, M  4.2 letters), and on average for neighborhood
density (words: M 6.95; pseudowords: M 7.02; BF01 7.59)1
and bigram frequency (words: M 23,971.22; pseudowords: M
21,800.90; BF01  3.71). Average word frequency was 33 tokens
per million (SD 66). The online supplementary material contains
a complete stimulus list.
The rhythmic stimulus consisted of 8 tones of equal amplitude,
starting with a high pitched tone at 880 Hz followed by seven low
pitched tones at 440 Hz. Each tone was presented for 100 ms, with
250-ms SOA. One sequence therefore lasted 2 s. Sequences were
looped without pause in each block of trials. This auditory stimulus
was the same as in Bolger et al. (2013), see Figure 1 middle bars
for illustration.
Presentation of visual targets (see rectangles at the bottom of
Figure 1) occurs either near a rhythmic trough (MP4) or near a
rhythmic peak (MP8). Note that auditory stimulation is identical
between MP4 and MP8.
Procedure. Participants were asked to judge whether a visu-
ally presented letter string was a legal Dutch word (50% of trials)
or not (50% of trials) as quickly and accurately as possible by
pressing either a right or a left button (button assignment counter-
balanced across participants). There were six blocks of 48 trials
each with uninterrupted, task-irrelevant auditory stimulation. Trial
order was pseudorandomized such that each block contained an
equal amount of words and pseudowords in each rhythm condition
(MP4 rhythmic trough and MP8 rhythmic peak) with no more
than 3 trials in each rhythm or lexicality condition after each other.
Analysis. To calculate the Bayes factor, not only the null
hypothesis needs to be defined (an effect size of 0), but also the
alternative hypothesis. This is based on previous findings. Regard-
ing RTs, the alternative hypothesis predicts a 20-ms advantage for
stimuli presented on or just before a rhythm peak (akin to MP8)
compared with stimuli presented off peak (akin to MP4; Bolger et
al., 2013; Escoffier et al., 2010). A similar 20-ms advantage was
predicted for words over pseudowords based on a large scale
Dutch visual lexical decision study (Keuleers, Diependaele, &
Brysbaert, 2010). No previous literature exists for the interaction
between rhythmic entrainment and lexicality status. Therefore, we
simply reasoned that if rhythm interacts with lexicality, we would
expect that the MP8 condition enhances the processing of pseu-
dowords more than the processing of words compared with the
MP4 condition in which words are processed faster, possibly
removing the entire lexicality effect (Garagnani, Shtyrov, & Pul-
vermüller, 2009; Garagnani, Wennekers, & Pulvermüller, 2008).
Thus 20 ms was chosen as the mean for the alternative hypothesis
prior of the interaction effect.
Regarding accuracy, the alternative hypothesis predicts a
rhythm effect of 0.1% points based on Escoffier et al. (2010).
Bolger et al. (2013) only reported that the difference for the two
conditions did not reach significance without reporting mean val-
ues. Based on Keuleers et al. (2010), we expected a 10%-point
advantage for pseudowords over words. Finally, for the interaction
we set the prior mean at 10% following the same reasoning as for
the RT analysis.
For the frequentist analysis, repeated measures ANOVAs were
performed.
Results
As predicted by the DAT, participants gave correct responses
faster when the letter string was presented on MP8 (M  606 ms)
than on MP4 (M  613 ms, difference: M  7.2 ms, 95% CI [3.3,
11.1], d  0.47); see Figure 2A. The data favor the alternative
hypothesis of a difference between MP8 and MP4 BF10  73.27
times more than the null hypothesis of no difference, F(1,59) 
13.47, p  .001, G2  .003. Furthermore, participants responded
faster to real words (M 585 ms) than to pseudowords (M 634 ms,
1 Bayes factors for stimulus matching calculated using JASP (Version





































































































79AUDITORY ENTRAINMENT AND ATTENTION
difference: M  49 ms, 95% CI [40, 59], d  1.33), with decisive
evidence for the alternative hypothesis, BF10  1.25  1021;
F(1,59)  105.82, p  .001, G2  .111. Regarding the interaction,
the null hypothesis was strongly supported, BF01  18.65,
F(1,59)  1.
There was no convincing evidence for a speed–accuracy trade-
off in the accuracy data as participants judged letter strings pre-
sented on MP4 minimally better (M  90.3%) than on MP8 (M 
89.3%; difference: M  0.9, 95% CI [1.7, 0.1], d  0.29);
see Figure 2B. The data minimally favor the alternative hypothe-
sis, in other words there is no convincing evidence for either
hypothesis, BF10  1.72; F(1,59)  5.08, p  .028, G2  .006.
Pseudowords were responded to more accurately (M  92.1%)
than existing words (M  87.5%; difference: M  4.6, 95% CI
[3.1, 6.1], d  0.79), lexicality main effect with the alternative
hypothesis decisively favored, BF10  1.36  107; F(1,59) 
37.79, p .001, G2  .136. Rhythm and lexicality did not interact,
BF01  18.94; F(1,59)  1.03, p  .313, G2  .001.
In sum, the results suggest that previously observed entrainment
effects (Bolger et al., 2013) can be replicated with a lexical-
decision task, as predicted by DAT.
Experiment 1b: An Irregular Background Signal Does
Not Influence Word Judgments
Introduction
Is an acoustic confound at the heart of the rhythm effect in
Experiment 1a? Specifically, for MP8 the high tone in the series of
low tones occurs just after the presentation of a visual target. Even
though we argued MP4 and MP8 are acoustically identical, the
auditory stimulation that follows it is not. Processing of the letter
strings continues in time. Judgments are made around 600 ms after
presentation onset at which point the following tone (a standard
tone at MP5 and a high tone at MP1) has been heard. Therefore,
the high tone after MP8 might act as a posttarget cue to attend,
independent of its embedding in a regular rhythm (see Sergent et
al., 2013). Experiment 1b is a control experiment, identical to
Experiment 1a except for the auditory signal which now includes
unpredictably placed high tones. The DAT predicts a null effect.
Method
Stimuli. Compared with Experiment 1a, only the auditory
signal differed. Eight different auditory stimuli contained seven
low tones (440 Hz) and one high tone (880 Hz), each tone lasting
100 ms with an SOA of 250 ms. In each stimulus, the high tone
appeared at a different metrical position resulting in eight
different rhythm sequences of 2 s each. During a block, as soon
as one rhythm sequence had ended, a new one was randomly
chosen out of the eight available and played once. There was no
gap between stimuli. Visual targets were shown after at least
two low tones and they appeared just before a low tone (like
MP4 in Experiment 1a) or just before an unpredictable high
tone (like MP8 in Experiment 1a).
Analysis. The analysis is the same as in experiment 1a.
Results
As predicted by the DAT and in contrast to Experiment 1a, letter
strings presented before a high tone were responded to as fast (584
ms) as those before a low tone (582 ms, difference: M  2.9 ms,
95% CI [5.8, 0.2], d  0.25); see Figure 3A. There is sub-
stantial evidence for the null hypothesis, BF01  4.70; F(1,59) 
3.59, p  .063, G2  .001. Again, words were responded to faster
(M  562 ms) than pseudowords (M  604 ms, difference: M 
42 ms, 95% CI [34, 49], d 1.44), a lexicality effect with decisive
support for the alternative, BF10  5.87  1025; F(1,59)  124.90,
p  .001, G2  .091. For the interaction, the null hypothesis was
strongly preferred, BF01  12.81; F(1,59)  1.
The accuracy data revealed no convincing evidence for a rhythm
effect. Accuracy before a high tone was 89.5% compared with
Figure 2. Results of Experiment 1a. Panel A: Reaction times (RT) for the lexical-decision task with a regular
auditory rhythm in the background. RTs decrease near a moment of rhythmic salience (Metrical Position 8; MP8)
compared with a less salient moment (MP4). Panel B: Accuracy levels for the lexical-decision task: no effect of





































































































80 KUNERT AND JONGMAN
90.7% before a low tone (difference: M  1.2%, 95% CI
[2.0, 0.4], d  0.37), with minimal support for the alterna-
tive hypothesis, BF10 1.99; F(1,59) 8.05, p .006, G2  .010;
see Figure 3B. Just like in Experiment 1a, accuracy was lower for
words (88.2%) than for pseudowords (92.0%; difference: M 
3.8%, 95% CI [2.4, 5.2], d  0.70), a lexicality main effect
decisively favoring the alternative hypothesis, BF10 1.51 105;
F(1,59)  29.32, p  .001, G2  .092. There was no interaction, as
the null hypothesis was strongly preferred, BF01  12.97;
F(1,59)  1.23, p  .272, G2  .002.
In sum, the results suggest that an irregular auditory signal does
not have the same effect as a regular one, excluding acoustic
differences between MP4 and MP8 as a source of the RT effect in
Experiment 1a.
Experiment 2a: Rhythm During Pseudoword Encoding
Is Without Influence on Later Recognition in Silence
Introduction
The first set of experiments established that the chosen stimuli
result in auditory entrainment as seen in immediate responses to
letter strings. This validation of our stimuli allowed us to test the
DAT’s predictions on a second task. We asked participants to
memorize pseudowords shown near a rhythmic peak (MP8) or
trough (MP4). If rhythmic entrainment affects general attention,
pseudowords shown on MP8 will be recognized better in a sub-
sequent recognition memory test in silence, compared with those
shown on MP4.
Method
Stimuli. The auditory stimulus was identical to Experiment
1a. The 144 pseudowords used in Experiment 1a and 1b acted as
the recognition targets in the current experiment. Recognition foils
were a new set of 144 pseudowords. Foils were created with
WordGen (Duyck et al., 2004) and were pairwise matched for
length (3 to 5 letters, M  4.2 letters), and on average matched for
neighborhood density (targets: M 7.02; foils: M 6.85; BF01
7.24) and bigram frequency (targets: M  21,800.90; foils: M 
20,802.88; BF01  6.91) to the targets. An additional set of 24
pseudowords acted as fillers. All visual stimuli are provided in the
online supplementary materials.
Procedure. Participants were asked to memorise pseudo-
words while hearing a background rhythm (encoding phase of the
block), followed by judging whether a pseudoword was shown
before (50% of trials) or not (50% of trials) without time pressure
and in silence in the recognition phase of the block. There were six
blocks. Each started with the passive encoding of pseudowords
(shown near the rhythmic peak at MP8 or trough at MP4 for 250
ms) while hearing the looped regular rhythm (as in Experiment
1a). The encoding phase included first two fillers (avoid primacy
effect), then 24 targets, and finally two fillers (avoid recency
effect). The recognition of fillers was not tested. During the
following recognition phase of the block, the same 24 target
pseudowords were shown individually, intermixed with 24 foil
pseudowords in a pseudorandom way (maximally 3 targets or foils
after each other).
Analysis. Regarding the specification of the alternative hy-
pothesis for the recognition memory performance, we based our
expectations of the size of the rhythm effect on the effect of other
attention manipulations on memory encoding, for example, full
versus divided attention. Voss et al. (2008) tested the recognition
memory of words previously shown under full attention or divided
attention and found a full attention advantage in accuracy rates of
approximately 10% points. This was taken as the prior mean of the
rhythm effect. For recognition RT, the prior was set at 32 ms on
the basis of a study by Craik, Govoni, Naveh-Benjamin, and
Anderson (Experiment 4; 1996). In this experiment words previ-
ously presented under divided attention did not result in lower
accuracy rates than fully attended words, but they were recognized
slower. A dependent t test was performed to test the influence of
rhythm in the frequentist tradition.
Figure 3. Results of Experiment 1b. Panel A: Reaction times (RT) for the lexical-decision task with an
irregular auditory background signal. Strings presented before a standard tone (akin to Metrical Postion 4 [MP4]
in Experiment 1a) are responded to as quickly as before a high tone (akin to MP8 in Experiment 1a). Panel B:





































































































81AUDITORY ENTRAINMENT AND ATTENTION
Results
The recognition in silence of pseudowords previously presented
while hearing a regular rhythm showed no evidence for rhythm
affecting encoding. Strings presented on MP8 were recognized as
often (76.6%) as strings presented on MP4 (77.1%, difference:
M0.4, 95% CI [2.4, 1.5], d0.06), BF01 27.94; t(59)
1, contradicting the DAT, see Figure 4A.
Given the surprising absence of auditory entrainment on recog-
nition memory accuracy, we turn to the speed of recognition
responses which has previously been linked to the confidence of
memory judgments (Weidemann & Kahana, 2016). Perhaps, RT
provides a more fine grained measure than accuracy rates. How-
ever, the recognition RTs for pseudowords previously presented on
MP8 (M  704 ms) were as high as those for strings previously
presented on MP4 (M  708 ms, difference: M  3.6 ms, 95% CI
[4.8, 12.0], d  0.11), BF01  11.89; t(59)  1; see Figure 4B.
To conclude, neither recognition accuracy nor recognition speed
point to any influence of auditory entrainment during encoding.
Experiment 2b: Even When Observing an Influence
of Rhythm During Encoding There Is No Influence
of Rhythm on Later Recognition
Introduction
The lack of an effect of entrainment on recognition memory in
Experiment 2a could have resulted from a lack of rhythmic en-
trainment during encoding. Did participants’ focus on encoding for
later recall prevent auditory entrainment? Task instructions can
affect the neural entrainment to auditory rhythms (Iversen,
Repp, & Patel, 2009; Nozaradan, Peretz, Missal, & Mouraux,
2011). Therefore, the task chosen in Experiment 2a might not
have allowed for attentional entrainment. To test this possibil-
ity, Experiment 2b used the same procedure as Experiment 2a,
but included an immediate vowel judgment task during the
encoding phase in order to obtain a response time measure of
entrainment.
Method
Stimuli. Both the visual and the auditory stimuli were identi-
cal to experiment 2a.
Procedure. The experimental procedure was identical to Ex-
periment 2a, except that a task was added to the encoding phase.
Participants were asked to indicate whether the pseudoword in-
cluded the vowels a and/or i (49% of trials) or not (51% of trials)
by pressing the right or left button (counterbalanced across partic-
ipants) as fast and as accurately as possible.
Analysis. Regarding the vowel judgment during encoding, we
chose the same priors as in Experiments 1a and 1b. For recognition
memory, the Bayesian analysis was identical to Experiment 2a.
The same prior as for the attentional effect on recognition memory
was chosen for the a/i versus non-a/i manipulation, both for
recognition accuracy (10%; Voss et al., 2008) and for recognition
RT (32 ms; Craik et al., 1996), as we focused attention on the
pseudowords containing the vowels a and/or i through the instruc-
tions. If rhythm interacts with vowel type, we would expect that
the MP8 condition enhances processing of non-a/i pseudowords
more than a/i-pseudowords, possibly removing the entire focused
attention effect. The difference would remain intact in the MP4
condition. Thus 10% points was chosen as the mean for the
alternative distribution. For recognition RT a prior of 32 ms was
chosen for the interaction, following the same logic of the accuracy
analysis.
For the frequentist analyses, we performed dependent ANOVAs.
Results
Regarding the vowel judgment during memory encoding in the
context of an auditory rhythm, RTs on MP8 were lower (M  582
ms) than on MP4 (M  589 ms, difference: M  7.8 ms, 95% CI
Figure 4. Results of Experiment 2a. Panel A: Recognition accuracy: a regular auditory background rhythm
during pseudoword encoding does not influence accuracy levels for later recognition memory. Panel B:
Recognition RT: a regular auditory background rhythm during pseudoword encoding does not affect the speed





































































































82 KUNERT AND JONGMAN
[3.3, 12.3], d  0.44), BF10  40.13; F(1,59)  11.84, p  .001,
G
2  .005, conceptually replicating the rhythm effect seen in
Experiment 1a; see Figure 5A. Pseudowords with a and/or i were
responded to faster (M  566 ms) than pseudowords including
other vowels (M  605 ms, difference: M  39 ms, 95% CI [29.8,
47.8], d  1.12), BF10  1.58  1015; F(1,59)  74.73, p  .001,
G
2  .107. There was insufficient evidence to determine the
presence of an interaction, BF01  1.09; F(1,59)  3.29, p  .075,
G
2  .001.
There was no convincing evidence for a speed–accuracy trade-
off related to the rhythm effect according to the accuracy data.
Accuracy on MP8 (89.4%) was similar to accuracy on MP4
(90.0%; difference: M  0.6, 95% CI [1.8, 0.5], d  0.18),
a rhythm main effect minimally favoring the alternative hypothe-
sis, BF10  1.19; F(1,59)  1.22, p  .274, G2  .002; see Figure
5B. Accuracy for pseudowords including the vowels a and/or i was
as high (90.4%) as the accuracy for stimuli not including these
vowels (89.1%; difference: M  1.3, 95% CI [0.2, 2.7], d 
0.23), a vowel type main effect for which the null hypothesis is
substantially favored, BF01 6.35; F(1,59) 3.19, p .079, G2 
.010. For the interaction, the null hypothesis is very strongly
preferred, BF01  31.69; F(1,59)  1.
Regarding the recognition memory task, the rhythm manipula-
tion presented during encoding again did not influence later
recognition memory accuracy in silence (MMP8  68.7%;
MMP4  69.5%, difference: M  0.9, 95% CI [2.7, 1.0],
d  0.12), BF01  18.31; F(1,59)  1, contradicting the DAT;
see Figure 5C. Pseudowords including a and/or i were better
remembered (M  74.2%) than non-a/i pseudowords (M 
64.0%, difference: M  10.2, 95% CI [6.7, 13.7], d  0.76),
BF10  9.51  106; F(1,59)  34.36, p  .001, G2  .118.
Regarding the interaction, the data were insensitive, BF01 
1.31; F(1,59)  3.11, p  .083, G2  .004.
For recognition speed, taken as a measure of recognition con-
fidence (Weidemann & Kahana, 2016), RTs did not differ for
pseudowords previously presented on MP8 (M  759 ms) or MP4
(M 760 ms, difference: M 1.0 ms, 95% CI [10.9, 15.2], d
0.04). There is strong support for the null hypothesis, BF01 
11.12; F(1,59)  1; see Figure 5D. Pseudowords including a and/or
i were correctly recognized more quickly (M  750 ms) than
non-a/i pseudowords (M 774 ms, difference: M 23.3 ms, 95%
CI [6.6; 40.1], d  0.36), BF10  19.97; F(1,59)  7.76, p  .007,
G
2  .010. Regarding the interaction, the data were insensitive,
BF10  1.53; F(1,59)  2.44, p  .123, G2  .001.
In sum, even when rhythmic entrainment is visible during the
encoding phase of a memory task, no rhythmic influence on
pseudoword memory is found. There is a possibility that some
individuals do show this effect, but that overall the rhythm effect
does not reach significance because the effect is relatively small
when it is present. Post hoc correlations were performed to look at
individual differences in sensitivity to auditory entrainment. Ac-
cording to DAT, we should observe a correlation between the size
of the auditory entrainment effect during encoding (measured as
RT or accuracy) and the effect of auditory entrainment on later
recognition memory accuracy. However, there is no evidence for
such a relationship, neither for the auditory entrainment effect as
measured in vowel judgment RT nor accuracy. For vowel judg-
ment RT, Pearson’s r  .04 (N  60, 95% CI [.21, .29]); see
Figure 5E. The Bayes factor of BF01  3.40 substantially favors
the null hypothesis (a prior of r  .3 was chosen based on the
expectation of a medium-sized correlation; p  .739). Similarly
for vowel judgment accuracy, there is no convincing evidence for
a correlation with the rhythm effect in recognition accuracy as
Pearson’s r  .13 (N  60, 95% CI [0.13, 0.34]); see Figure 5F.
The Bayes factor of BF01  1.33 minimally favors the null
hypothesis (p  .309).
Comparison Between Experiments 2a and 2b:
Evidence for Attention Influencing
Pseudoword Memory
Introduction
It can be argued that the memory task used in both Experiments
2a and 2b is not sensitive to attention manipulations at all. If true,
the lack of an auditory entrainment effect on the memory task is
not surprising, as no manipulation of general attention would
influence memory performance. To test the memory task’s sensi-
tivity to attention manipulations, we contrasted the memory per-
formance of Experiment 2a with that of Experiment 2b on two
dimensions. First, the tasks differ in the amount of attention
available for encoding. In Experiment 2a participants had the
single task of encoding whereas in Experiment 2b they had to
combine encoding with the immediate vowel judgment task. In
essence, the two experiments compare encoding under full atten-
tion to encoding under divided attention, which has been shown to
influence memory performance in many previous studies (Fer-
nandes & Moscovitch, 2000; Mulligan & Hartman, 1996; Shtyrov
et al., 2010; Voss et al., 2008).
Second, the tasks differ in the focus of attention. In Experiment
2a there is a broad focus on the stimulus as a whole, whereas in
Experiment 2b there is an additional narrow focus on vowels (in
particular the vowels a and i) of the letter strings which is not
relevant for the memory task itself but instead for the additional
vowel judgment task. Focused attention can lead to enhanced
memory performance as shown by Jacobson et al. (2012). If these
attention manipulations, full attention versus divided attention and
broad focus versus vowel focus, do lead to changes in memory
performance in our memory task, we can conclude that the task is
sensitive to general attention manipulations and thus a valid task to
test the DAT.
Analysis. For the comparison between Experiments 2a and
2b, the divided attention prior was chosen just like for recognition
memory, namely 10% points as the mean of the alternative hy-
pothesis based on Voss et al. (2008). For the frequentist analysis,
independent t tests were performed.
Results
Recognition accuracy for strings presented previously under full
attention in Experiment 2a (M  75.6%) was higher than under
divided attention in Experiment 2b (M  67.1%, difference: M 
8.5, 95% CI [5.8, 11.2], d  0.81), BF10  9.95  107; t(118) 
6.29, p  .001. Furthermore, the difference between the recogni-
tion of a/i-pseudowords and non-a/i-pseudowords is larger when
participants focus on a/i-pseudowords in Experiment 2b (M 
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Experiment 2a (M  2.5% points, difference: M  7.7, 95% CI
[3.9, 11.6], d  0.52), BF10  1,036.57; t(118)  4.01, p  .001.
Both results suggest that attentional manipulations can im-
pact pseudoword learning. Recognition memory is better if
encoding is performed under full attention (Figure 4A) com-
pared with divided attention (Figure 5C). Moreover, the differ-
ence in recognition rates for strings including the vowels a
and/or i and strings not including these vowels is smaller when
this difference is irrelevant during encoding (i.e., broad focus,
Figure 4A) compared with the situation in which vowels were
relevant to the secondary vowel judgment task (i.e., narrow
focus, Figure 5C). In sum, the comparisons between Experi-
ment 2a and 2b reveal that attention manipulations can in fact
affect memory performance in our recognition task. The lack of
a benefit in memory performance after rhythmic entrainment
during encoding therefore cannot be explained by any insensi-
tivity of our memory task to attention.
General Discussion
How does the brain react to rhythmic auditory input? Does it
increase general attention at moments of rhythmic salience as
predicted by the most-widely adopted interpretation of dynamic
attending theory (DAT)? Experiment 1a replicated a typical re-
sponse time effect associated with DAT: a lexical decision near a
rhythmic peak is faster than near a rhythmic trough (see Bolger et
al., 2013; Escoffier et al., 2010); see Figure 6A. A second predic-
tion that we believe should follow from DAT, namely that the
increase in general attention should improve encoding and in turn
memory success, was not supported. Entrainment effects seen for
immediate responses (Experiment 1a) do not extend to the encod-
ing success of pseudowords (Experiments 2a and 2b), see Figure
6B. Showing a stimulus near a moment of rhythmic salience does
not improve its later recognition.
Why did we not find any evidence for an attentional influence
of auditory entrainment in Experiments 2a and 2b? One can rule
out three confounds. First, auditory entrainment effects in RT
(Experiment 1a) were not due to acoustic differences between
rhythm conditions because an irregular auditory signal with the
same acoustic properties was without effect in Experiment 1b;
see Figure 6A. Second, the absent effect of entrainment on
pseudoword memory in Experiment 2a was not due to the task
demands precluding entrainment, given that in Experiment 2b
entrainment was evident in a secondary vowel judgment task
performed during encoding. Third, the pseudoword memory
task is not generally insensitive to attention manipulations
(other than auditory entrainment) as evidenced by recognition
differences due to attention demand differences between Ex-
periments 2a and 2b, see Figure 6C.
Still, a critical reader might argue that there are four different
reasons for why the auditory entrainment effect on recognition
memory is not evident in the data even though the DAT is true. We
believe that none of these reasons provides a good account of our
data. First, one could argue that the rhythm effects we find in
the immediate judgment tasks in Experiment 1a and 2b, 7 and
8 ms respectively, are too small to translate to a memory effect.
In order to evaluate this proposal we investigated individual
differences in auditory entrainment effects in Experiment 2b.
Are individuals with larger sensitivity to auditory entrainment
in terms of immediate judgment RTs also more sensitive to
auditory entrainment in terms of pseudoword encoding and
subsequent memory performance? We find no evidence for this
proposal (r  .04). No correlation in terms of immediate
judgment accuracy with memory performance was found either
(r  .13).
Second, one could argue that we merely found no effect due to
lack of power, rather than evidence for the absence of an effect.
However, the absent influence of auditory entrainment on recog-
nition memory is not merely a nonsignificant result in the frequen-
tist statistical tradition. Such frequentist results with a p value
above the significance threshold (usually p  .05) are indeed
difficult to interpret as they might be due to low power (a false
negative or type II error) or due to the genuine absence of an
effect (a true negative). Instead, we provide clear results by
performing a Bayesian analysis. It reveals strong evidence
(Bayes factors 10) for the null effect of no influence of
rhythm on memory in Experiments 2a and 2b; see Figure 6B. A
low-powered design would presumably lead to an unclear
Bayesian result supporting neither the null nor the alternative
hypothesis (Bayes factors 3).
Third, one could argue that the expectation of finding a 10%-
point accuracy benefit for stimuli previously encoded under
heightened attention (near rhythmic peak) compared with low
attention (near rhythmic trough) is unrealistic given that the RT-
effects of auditory entrainment in Experiments 1a and 2b are
already very small (7 to 8 ms); see Figure 6A. Thus, would the
Bayesian results change if the prior of the alternative hypothesis
was changed to a smaller, more data-driven value? We turn to the
effect of focused attention in Experiment 2b in order to derive a
novel expectation for the relation between RT-effects in immediate
judgments and accuracy effects in recognition memory. An RT
effect of 39 ms (a/i vs. non-a/i judgment in Experiment 2b)
translates into a memory effect of 10.2% points (a/i vs. non-a/i
Figure 5 (opposite). Results of Experiment 2b. Panel A: Judgment RT: a regular auditory background rhythm during pseudoword encoding speeds
up vowel judgment times near a moment of rhythmic salience (Metrical Postion 8; MP8) compared with a less salient moment (MP4). Panel B:
Judgment accuracy: vowel judgment accuracy is not influenced by a background rhythm heard during encoding. Panel C: Recognition accuracy: a
regular auditory background rhythm during pseudoword encoding does not influence accuracy levels for later recognition memory. Panel D:
Recognition RT: response speed in the recognition memory task is not affected by a previously heard rhythm during encoding. Panel E: Correlation
between vowel judgment RT rhythm effect and recognition accuracy rhythm effect: no relationship as evidenced by three correlation analyses (least
squares regression, robust regression based on an iterated reweighted least squares regression which gives less weight to observations with large
residuals compared with “typical” observations, and Spearman rho). Panel F: Correlation between vowel judgment accuracy rhythm effect and
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recognition memory effect in Experiment 2b). If the relation be-
tween an RT-effect in immediate judgments and an accuracy effect
on later recognition is similar for auditory entrainment, then an
effect of 7.8 ms (rhythm effect on vowel judgment speed in
Experiment 2b), should have resulted in a later recognition effect
of 2.04% points. Do the data support such a small rhythm effect on
pseudoword memory more than the null hypothesis of no differ-
ence? No, a Bayesian analysis still does not point toward support
for the alternative hypothesis of a rhythm effect on recognition
memory accuracy of size 2.04% points (Experiment 2a: BF01 
2.73; Experiment 2b: BF01  1.43). Note that neither Bayes factor
is above 3 indicating that the support for the null hypothesis of no
influence of the auditory signal on pseudoword memory is mini-
mal for Experiments 2a and 2b (BF 3) and that more research is
therefore warranted to more firmly exclude such a tiny recognition
memory effect. Overall, this additional analysis shows that the
effect of auditory entrainment on general attention might not just
be very small. The data instead suggest that it could simply be
absent.
Fourth, one might argue that intermingling high and low atten-
tion trials in the same block reduces the sensitivity of a subse-
quent memory test to reveal any influence of attention on
encoding. The memory system could be said to be “too slow” to
react to fast changes in attention. The difference in recognition
rates between a/i-pseudowords and non-a/i-pseudowords in Ex-
periment 2b suggests that this is not the case; see Figure 6C.
Even though both kinds of pseudowords were intermingled and
associated with different attentional states through a secondary
vowel judgment task, the memory encoding system managed to
adjust quickly to changing attentional states and revealed them
later during recognition memory. Thus, the intermingling of
supposedly low and high attention trials is probably not respon-
sible for the absent influence of auditory entrainment on rec-
ognition memory.
Overall, the current results suggest that general attention is
not involved in auditory entrainment, which we take to be
problematic for the DAT framework. Although we cannot ex-
clude the possibility that different task parameters (e.g., beat-
based entrainment as in Miller et al. (2013) instead of meter-
based entrainment here) might show entrainment effects
influencing visual, linguistic, and memory processes via gen-
eral attention, the DAT currently does not predict such task
parameter influences.
An alternative model by Patel and Iversen (2014) better ac-
counts for the limited effects of an auditory rhythm on the brain
which we observed here. This model suggests that auditory en-
trainment is facilitated by a periodic, top-down signal from motor
areas (see Large, Herrera, & Velasco, 2015 for a computational
model). Thus, auditory entrainment is limited to the auditory-
motor axis, not extending to the visual, linguistic and memory
systems engaged in the pseudoword memory task in Experiments
2a and 2b. This model is supported by neuroimaging evidence for
motor system involvement during auditory rhythm perception in
the absence of overt movement (Chen, Penhune, & Zatorre, 2008a;
Grahn & Brett, 2007; Grahn & Rowe, 2009). Moreover, interac-
tions between motor and auditory regions can be observed during
rhythm perception (Chen, Penhune, & Zatorre, 2008b; Fujioka,
Trainor, Large, & Ross, 2012; Grahn & Rowe, 2009). A limited
auditory–motor account explains why entrainment is seen in au-
dition (Hickok et al., 2015) and immediate motor output (Exper-
iment 1a) but not on tasks relying on other cognitive systems
(Experiments 2a and 2b).
In sum, our results suggest that entraining to an auditory rhythm
only affects the motor and auditory systems, instead of extending
via general attention to a wide variety of cognitive systems. Such
a limited influence of auditory regularities is actually sufficient to
explain everyday human experiences, like music rhythm facilitat-
ing dancing and clapping to the beat (motor system involvement)
and speech rhythm facilitating language comprehension (auditory
system involvement). Invoking general attention to explain en-
trainment effects is not necessary. This article suggests that rhythm
entrainment amounts to auditory-motor entrainment, not atten-
tional entrainment.
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